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The risk management process is structurally presented in the article, the risk 
assessment schedule is suggested and the classification of risk evaluation methods 
is specified. The process of risk management is a set of values   to achieve risk proce
dures within certain limits – a multistage process, which aims to reduce economic or 
compensate for the facility upon the occurrence of adverse events. Under the condi
tions of the existence of risk and uncertainty and the associated losses there is a need 
in the management of business risks. In the transition to innovation economy, entre
preneurship, a key aspect of the overall strategy of the state policy. Innovation activity 
of business in all economically developed countries is stimulated and actively sup
ported by the state. Without the creation of appropriate conditions for the innovative 
development of the entrepreneur is not able to run their own innovation processes. 
State regulation of business activity involves a significant degree of control of the po
litical and economic system, a high level of professionalism of civil servants, the ef
fectiveness of the policy in term of the business, developed a system of nongovern
mental organizations, the principles of public accountability and the accountability 
of the authorities, the lack of interaction between business and corrupt government.

Key words: enterprise risk, risk management process, risk evaluation 
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ШОБ суб ъек ті ле рін де олaрды 
бaсқaру дың риск те рі мен әдіс

те рі нің тaлдaуы

Мaқaлaдa риск тер ді бaсқaру дың үр ді сі нaқты көр се тіл ген, оны 
тaлдaудың әдіс те рі ұсы нылғaн жә не оны бaғaлaудың әдіс те ме ле рі нің 
топтaмaсы aйқындaлғaн. Риск тер ді бaсқaру үр ді сі нің өзі риск шaмaсы
ның бел гі лі бір шек ке же туі бо йын шa рә сім дер дің жиын ты ғын біл ді ре ді. 
Бұл жaғым сыз оқиғa орын aлғaн кез де нысaн үшін кел ті ріл ген зaлaлды 
aзaйту мен ор нын тол ты руғa бaғыттaлғaн өзі нің эко но микaлық мaқсaты 
бaр көпсaты лы үр діс. Риск пен бел гі сіз дік орын aлғaн жaғдaйдa жә не оны
мен бaйлaныс ты зaрдaптaр кә сіп кер лік риск тер ді бaсқaру дың қaжет ті лі гін 
туын дaтaды. Ин новaция лық эко но микaғa өту жaғдa йын дa, кә сіп кер лік мем
ле кет тік сaясaттың ортaқ стрaте гиясындaғы не гіз гі aспект бо лып тaбылaды. 
Эко но микaсы іл ге рі дaмығaн бaрлық мем ле кет те кә сіп кер лік тің ин новaция
лық қыз ме ті ынтaлaнды рылaды жә не мем ле кет тің бел сен ді қолдa уынa 
ие. Ин новaция лық дaмуғa қaжет жaғдaй жaсaлынбa йын шa кә сіп кер ин
новaция лық үде ріс ті өз ді гі нен жү зе ге aсырa aлмaйды. Кә сіп кер лік қыз мет
ті мем ле кет тік рет теу aрқы лы сaяси жә не эко но микaлық жүйені бaсқaру 
дең ге йін  кө те ру ді, мем ле кет тік қыз мет кер лер дің кә сі би дең ге йін , биз нес ке 
қaтыс ты жүр гі зі ліп отырғaн сaясaттың тиім ді лі гін aрт ты ру ды, мем ле кет тік 
емес ұйымдaрдың жүйе сін дaмы ту ды, aшық есеп бе ру қaғидaлaры мен 
би лік оргaндaры ның бaқылaудa болуын , биз нес пен би лік оргaндaры ның 
aрaсындaғы сыбaйлaс жем қор лық тың болмa уын  болжaйды. 

Тү йін  сөз дер: кә сіп кер лік риск, риск тер ді бaсқaру үр ді сі, риск ті 
бaғaлaу әді сі, риск ті бaғaлaу әдіс те ме сі.

Мухтaровa К.С.,  
Шaеде нов Ж.A.

Aнaлиз рис ков и ме то дов их 
упрaвле ния в суб ъектaх МСБ

В стaтье пос ле довaтельно предстaвлен про цесс упрaвле ния рискaми, 
пред ло женa ме то дикa его aнaлизa и уточ ненa клaсси фикaция ме то дов их 
оцен ки. Сaм про цесс упрaвле ния рискaми предстaвляет со бой со во куп
ность про це дур по устaнов ле нию ве ли чи ны рискa в оп ре де лен ных пре
делaх – это мно гос ту пенчaтый про цесс, эко но ми чес кой целью ко то ро
го яв ляет ся умень ше ние или ком пен си ровa ние ущербa для объектa при 
нaступ ле нии неблaгоп рият ных со бы тий. В этих ус ло виях су ще ст вовa ния 
рискa и неоп ре де лен нос ти и связaнных с ним по терь воз никaет пот реб
нос ть в упрaвле нии предп ри нимaтельски ми рискaми. В ус ло виях пе ре ходa 
к ин новaцион ной эко но ми ке предп ри нимaтельст во есть клю че вой aспект 
в об щей стрaте гии го судaрст вен ной по ли ти ки. Ин новaционнaя дея тель
ность предп ри нимaтельствa во всех эко но ми чес ки рaзви тых стрaнaх сти
му ли рует ся и aктив но под дер живaет ся го судaрст вом. Без создa ния соот
ве тс твую щих ус ло вий для ин новaцион но го рaзви тия предп ри нимaтель 
не спо со бен сaмос тоя тель но зaпус тить ин новaцион ные про цес сы. Го
судaрст вен ное ре гу ли ровa ние предп ри нимaтельс кой дея тель ности пред
полaгaет знaчи тель ную сте пень упрaвляе мос ти по ли ти чес кой и эко но ми
чес кой сис те мы, вы со кий уро вень про фес сионaлизмa го судaрст вен ных 
служaщих, эф фек тив нос ть про во ди мой по ли ти ки в от но ше нии биз несa, 
рaзви тую сис те му не го судaрст вен ных оргa низaций, прин ци пы отк ры той 
от чет но сти и под конт роль ности оргaнов влaсти, от су тс твие кор руп ци он
но го взaимо дей ст вия биз несa и оргaнов влaсти.

Клю че вые словa: предп ри нимaтельс кий риск, про цесс упрaвле
ния рискaми, ме то ды оцен ки рискa, ме то дикa оцен ки рискa.
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RISK ANALYSIS  
AND METHODS  

OF MANAGEMENT 
 IN SMES

Business risk as an economic category, is the �ossibility of 
occurrence of such events, in which the entre�reneur has taken the 
decision aimed at achieving this goal, will incur losses in excess of 
sti�ulated forecast or receive revenue, lower than those for which 
he ex�ected under the im�act of a number of factors internal and 
environment [1]. Risk management as a system consists of two 
subsystems: controls (control object) and control (control subject). 
�he object of risk management is regarded as a �rocess that has an 
in�ut and an out�ut. Login �rocess is formed by the information 
about the economic entity.

�his information includes the main documents, in writing or in 
electronic form, the study of which is necessary for risk analysis. 
Such documents may include:

1) Accounting and financial statements of the enter�rise. Of the 
balance, and other forms of the annual re�ort can get an idea about 
this �ro�erty com�any, its solvency, risks, actual damages.

2) Contracts concluded between the com�any and su��liers, 
customers, buyers, contractors, etc.

3) Also this will be useful documents such as bills of lading, 
invoices, records of the average monthly balance in stock, delivery 
notes, data quality assurance services, the com�any �lans, �rojects, etc.

Risk management is the subject of risk and economic relations 
between economic entities arising in the risk �rocess. 

�he subjects of risk management are the CFO, accountant, 
heads of financial and economic �lanning de�artment, sales 
de�artment, service logistics, Insurance S�ecialist, Risk 
techniques, risk engineer. In larger enter�rises it is advisable to 
create a se�arate division for risk management. At the enter�rises 
of small and medium-sized businesses is useful to introduce the 
�ost of risk controller. 

Information on the state of the control object can be a form of 
internal enter�rise re�orting, reflecting the effects of the risk im�act 
on the activities of the organization. [2] 

For a com�lete understanding of the risk management �rocess is 
necessary to consider the methods and techniques used. 

�he study of the literature on relevant to�ics led to the 
conclusion that s�ecial attention is �aid to the descri�tion and 
develo�ment of risk management techniques. �he method of 
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analysis of business risk is considered in Vasin SM 
[2], Kachalov RM [5], Beley VV [1], and others. 
After reviewing and summarizing the scientific 
views of the authors of the above, I develo�ed a 
list of entre�reneurial risk analysis.

�he first ste� in risk management is to define 
the organization of risk analysis objectives. 
�he �ur�ose of the risk ‒ this is the result you 
want to obtain. Any action associated with a risk 
always �ur�oseful, since the absence of objective 
decision making associated with meaningless risk. 
�hese objectives must be clear. In addition, at this 
stage it is �lanned not only to determine the goal 
of risk analysis but also definition of the mission 
and goals of the com�any, to determine the 
characteristics of the organization and definition 
of its �ro�erty. 

�he next ste� in the risk management 
organization is to analyze the internal and external 
risk factors. At this stage, the classification of 
risks and identification of risk factors according 
to the selected classification. Pro�erly com�iled 
classification to determine the location of each ty�e 
of risk in the general system of the enter�rise risks 
and choose a��ro�riate methods of risk assessment 
and management. At this stage, used information 
should be timely, accurate, and com�lete and clear 
[3]. Risk assessment at this stage, the qualitative 
and quantitative risk assessment. Risk analysis 
generally consists of risk identification and 
assessment. When identifying risks (qualitative 
com�onent) are determined all the risks inherent in 
the system under study. 

Qualitative analysis involves: identifying 
the sources and causes of risks, milestones 
and work, under which there is a risk, i.e. 
.: the establishment of �otential risk areas; 
identification (determination) of all �ossible 
negative consequences that can occur when 
im�lementing risk content solutions.

 �o justify the decision you need to know the 
risk of any kind and ty�e will have to deal. As 
well as identify �otential waste of resources that 
accom�any the onset of risk events. 

�he results of qualitative analysis �rovide an 
im�ortant source of information for quantitative 
analysis, which assumes the numerical identification 
of risks. At this stage, the numerical values   of the 
�robability of occurrence of risk events and their 
consequences, carried out a quantitative evaluation 
of the degree (level) of risk, as determined by the 
�ermissible in this �articular situation the level of risk. 

In the fourth stage, the risk assessment and 
decision-making on risk management. At this stage, 
you need to make sure that the goals and objectives 
of risk assessment achieved. In addition, at this 
stage determine the level of acce�table risk. One 
way to establish the level of acce�table risk is to 
determine the threshold values   of key �erformance 
indicators that characterize the �erformance of the 
organization’s objectives. However, the choice 
of these indicators will de�end on the s�ecific 
conditions of risk assessment [4].

At the final stage, the control over 
im�lementation of the decisions taken and the 
analysis of management efficiency. At this stage it 
is �ossible to allocate the following �rocesses: 

1. Analysis of �ossible actions regarding the 
risk: 

‒ risk aversion, i.e., abandonment of the 
activity, making o�erations with a high risk;

‒ reducing the risk when the level of risk is 
acce�table to the business entity level, and the 
im�act of this risk is not �ossible or not cost-
effective; 

‒ �artial or full transfer of the risk to third 
�arties, when the im�act of it on the �art of the 
enter�rise im�ossible or not cost-effective, and risk 
level exceeds the allowable level of the enter�rise. 

‒ risk taking when no action in relation to the 
risk of not being im�lemented. 

2. Pre�aration and im�lementation of an action 
�lan to reduce risks. 

3. Building on the results of its management 
efficiency control systems and u�dating �olicies 
and �rocedures[5]. 

Let sto� at this im�ortant stage of risk analysis 
as a quantitative evaluation. 

Review of risk assessment methods showed 
that basically use the same methods, while at the 
same time, did not reveal a clear classification ‒ the 
same methods are classified by different authors in 
different ways. For exam�le, the use of indicators 
in assessing the risk as the ex�ectation, standard 
deviation, variance, coefficient of variation, some 
authors (Esi�ov VE Makhovikov GA, Beley 
VV) [1,3] are classified as statistical methods, 
other (Komelchik SL) [6] they belong to a grou� 
of mathematical methods, others (AE Shevelev, 
Shevelev EV) ‒ a grou� of methods of �robability 
theory. 

�he research allowed to summarize the various 
methods of quantitative risk assessment and to 
�resent them in �able 1.
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Table 1 ‒ Methods of quantifying business risks

Name of the method �he essence of the method A��lication area

Mathematical methods of risk assessment

Probabilistic analysis It is believed that the model calculations carried 
out in accordance with the �rinci�les of the theory 
of �robability, whereas in the case of sam�ling is 
done by calculations workings. �he �robability of 
loss is determined on the basis of statistical data of 
�revious �eriods with the establishment of the area 
of risk, adequacy of investment, risk factor.

Within each of the areas of the measures 
taken will have a different attitude to the 
cost effectiveness of their software. �here-
fore, in certain circumstances economically 
feasible to s�end money does not �revent 
or reduce the risk, and to com�ensation for 
�ossible damage.

Game theory �his is the theory of mathematical models of o�timal 
decision making in situations of conflict or uncertain-
ty. �he conflict is seen as a game of several �layers. 
Each �layer seeks to maximize his gain (win) at the 
ex�ense of another.

Analysis of situations using game theory 
allows us to consider all the �ossible alter-
natives, such as the actions and strategies of 
�artners and com�etitors.

Pareto o�timality �his method consists in the definition of the integral 
criterion of o�timality as the sum of the individual 
�artial criteria with variable weights. �he advantage 
of this method is its sim�licity, the resulting alterna-
tive obviously is considered effective.

A similar technique is used quite often. At 
the a��licability of this method is manda-
tory �artici�ation or some entre�reneur 
ex�ert.

�he statistical method of 
decision-making under risk

Statistical a��roach to decision-making under risk 
is to study the statistics of losses and �rofits, taking 
�lace on the same or similar businesses, in order to 
determine the �robability of the event, to establish 
the magnitude of risk. risk assessment of �robabil-
ity method involves calculation of standard �erfor-
mance risk on the basis of objective and subjective 
values   of the �robability of certain conditions and 
results of the �roject.

�he �robability assessment mathemati-
cally develo�ed enough, but based only on 
mathematical calculations in business is 
not always justified, since the accuracy of 
calculations de�ends on the quality of the 
initial information.

Analytical methods for risk assessment

Sensitivity analysis �he method allows to evaluate how changes the 
out�ut indicators when changing the in�ut �aram-
eters required for the calculation.

Using this method allows the manager or en-
tre�reneur to choose a more reasonable (ac-
ce�table) method of growth of �rofitability of 
the business, taking into account the risks and 
uncertainties inherent in the market economy.

Scenario analysis �he method involves the develo�ment of a number 
of o�tions (scenarios) of the situation and their com-
�arative evaluation. As a rule, consider the o�timis-
tic, �essimistic, and most �robabilistic scenarios.

�he �ossibility of �ractical a��lication of this 
method is limited in that it does not allow to 
take into account the �robability of changes 
in individual �arameters on the �rofitability 
of the �roject investment and the related risk.

Ex�ediency method costs Based on the calculation of indicators such as: 
critical volume of �roduction (sales); Reserve eco-
nomic (financial) strength; the effect of �roduction 
(o�erational) leviridzha and others.

�his method is required for the develo�-
ment of new �roducts, decline in out�ut 
caused by a reduction in demand, �roduct 
re�lacement by a new and others.

Analysis of financial 
stability

�his method is determined by changes in the main 
economic indicators of the �roject under adverse 
changes in various factors.

Identification and assessment of risks by 
using financial ratios.

�he method of calculation 
of the integrated risk index

Based on accounting data of an economic entity. One of the most informative in terms of re-
liability.

Methods based on the use of com�uter �rograms

Simulation 
(Monte Carlo simulation)

It is the integration of the sensitivity analysis and the 
analysis based on the theory of �robability scenarios.

�he result a��ears the �robability distribution 
of �ossible outcomes of the business �lan. �he 
im�lementation of this method is only �ossible 
using a com�uter �rogram (Project Ex�ert)
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�rees method of 
construction solutions

It involves ste��ing branching �rocess with risk 
assessment, costs, damages and benefits.

Identification and analysis of the risks of 
virtual �rocesses. Project management.

�he method of ex�ert evaluations

Ex�ert analysis �he com�lex logical and mathematical-statistical 
�rocedures for the �rocessing of information re-
quired by the examiner.

�he method is a��lied in the absence or 
inadequacy of the volume of the initial in-
formation.

Use unique method

Analog method Using a database of directions of financial activ-
ity carried out �reviously for the transfer of their 
im�act on the estimated financial assets.

�he method is used when the internal and 
external environment areas of financial ac-
tivity and its analogs have sufficient simi-
larities on the basic �arameters.

�he analysis �resented in �able. 1 quantitative 
methods of risk assessment reveals the following 
assessment categories: 

Mathematical Methods ‒ risk assessment is 
carried out using the theory of �robability. In this 
grou� of methods used stochastic (�robabilistic), 
linguistic (descri�tive), non-stochastic (gaming, 
behavioral) model. In addition, the grou� can make 
a statistical evaluation methods. �o use this grou� of 
methods is needed quite a large amount of raw data; 

Analytical methods ‒ brings together all the 
techniques that involve the analysis, based on 
available quantitative information. �his grou� of 
methods used in �ractice often enough. �he advantage 
of these methods is that they are sufficiently well 
established and fairly easy to understand. 

Methods based on the use of computer programs 
‒ this grou� of methods is based on the �robability 
distribution of �ossible �roject outcomes. �hese 

methods are not widely used in �ractice. One of the 
reasons ‒ uncertain variables distribution functions, 
which are used in the calculations. 

Methods of expert assessments ‒ based on the 
use of knowledge of ex�erts in the analysis and 
accounting of the im�act of qualitative factors; 

Methods of analogies ‒ based on analysis of 
similar events for the calculation of the �robability 
of loss. �his method is used when there is sufficient 
information for the study and a��lication of other 
methods is difficult [6]. 

It is worth noting that, considered in this 
�a�er is a common evaluation scheme. Selection 
of a �articular method is largely de�endent on the 
s�ecifics of the analyzed enter�rise and a certain 
kind of risk. In addition, it is first necessary to 
make a qualitative analysis, which will be an 
im�ortant source of information for the risk 
estimation.
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